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SOCIALIZING BRANDS AND PEOPLE 



TODAY 
•  Today’s social media world 

•  How we socialize ourselves and brands 

•  Real-time brand impact 

•  Individuals become champions 

•  What we use to engage brands and each other 

•  Why we follow brands and promote ourselves 

•  Importance of setting goals 

•  How to measure the goals you set 



From… To… 

OUR LIVES ARE NOW ICONIC 

Source: Google Images 



BRANDS RISE AND FALL IN REAL-TIME 

Source: Google Images, Twitter, 
Facebook, YouTube, Instagram 



WE CHAMPION WHAT’S RIGHT  
BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY… WE SHARE 

Source: Google Images, Twitter 



Source: NZ Teachers Council 

THE 
WAYS WE 
SOCIALIZE 



IN OTHER 
WORDS… 

Source: Instagram 



•  Loyalty/past experience 

•  Brand strength 

•  Market dominance 

•  Word of mouth 

•  Relate to our passions 

•  Establish credibility 

•  Reach and engage peers 

•  Demonstrate value publicly 

•  Be an active participant 

•  Tell our story 

Why we follow brands… 

Why we promote ourselves… 

Brands 

Individuals 

Source: Google Images 



GETTING STARTED: YOUR CHECKLIST 

First, Ask Yourself… 
q  How does my brand currently resonate socially? 

q  How do my audiences already interact? Where? 

q  Who can I resource as a community manager? 

q  How often can I realistically post new content? 

q  How responsive can I be to attacks? 

Then Ask… 
q  How can paid advertising benefit my campaigns? 

q  Where could I add value to fans’ and followers’ experience? 

q  How will I measure success and demonstrate value to the C-suite? 



SETTING GOALS & MEASURING OUTCOMES 

ü  Learn about your followers 
ü  Identify conversation themes 
ü  Insights for your organization 

ü  Free listening tools 
ü  Tools that can assign response 
ü  Paid tools = deep insights 

ü  Positive fan growth over time 
ü  Correlating positive sentiment 

Listening to  
your social 
networks 

Strategies Tactics Measurement Goal 
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SETTING GOALS & MEASURING OUTCOMES 
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SETTING GOALS & MEASURING OUTCOMES 
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QUANTIFYING YOUR GOALS 

Free social 
monitoring platforms 

Paid social  
monitoring platforms 

Source: Radian6, Tweetreach, TwitterCounter.com, Twitter,.com/AmericanAir, Facebook.com/AmericanAirlines 



SO… 
•  What values define you as an individual? 

•  Or, what defines you as a brand? Something makes 
you different from your peers and competitors. 

•  Build goals that drive that uniqueness. 

•  What’s your ultimate goal? Let your social networks 
support it. 

•  Adapt your social metrics model as trends change 

•  Put your best stories and content forward 
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